The computerized assistive process of recognizing, delineating and quantifying organs and tissue regions in medical images, occurring automatically during clinical image interpretation, is called automatic anatomic recognition (AAR). This paper studies the feasibility of developing an AAR system in clinical radiology. The anatomy recognition method described here consists of three components: (a) oriented active shape modeling (OASM); (b) multi object generalization of OASM; (c) object recognition strategies. (b) and (c) are novel and depend heavily on the idea of OASM, presented previously in this conference. The delineation of an object boundary is done in OASM via a two level dynamic programming algorithm wherein the first level finds optimal location for the landmarks and the second level finds optimal oriented boundary segments between successive landmarks. This algorithm is generalized to multiple objects by including a model for each object and assigning a cost structure specific to each object in the spirit of live wire. The object recognition strategy attempts to find that pose vector (consisting of translation, rotation, and a scale component) for the multi object model that yields the smallest total boundary cost for all objects. The evaluation results on a routine clinical abdominal CT data set indicate the following: (1) High recognition accuracy can be achieved without fail by including a large number of objects which are spread out in the body region; (2) An overall delineation accuracy of TPVF>97%, FPVF<0.2% was achieved, suggesting the feasibility of AAR.
INTRODUCTION
With medical imaging becoming increasingly functional and quantitative, we envisage that clinical radiology will lay increasingly higher emphasis on quantitation in routine practice. To facilitate quantitative radiology, computerized recognition, labeling, and delineation of anatomic organs, tissue regions, and sub-organs, and guided by these, the delineation and quantification of abnormalities, will become important in clinical radiology. Once recognized and delineated, part of this role will also be to automatically report certain fundamental morphological and architectural information pertaining to the organs and tissues derived from single/multiple modality images. For the purpose of this paper, such an assistive process of recognizing, delineating, and quantifying organs and tissue regions, occurring automatically during clinical image interpretation, will be called automatic anatomy recognition (AAR). As a first step toward this larger goal, the purpose of this paper is to demonstrate in two dimensions the feasibility of developing such a system in clinical radiology.
AAR is the process of identifying and delineating objects in medical images, in other words, the complete process of image segmentation. The whole segmentation operation can be thought of as consisting of two related processes: recognition and delineation. Recognition is the high-level process of determining roughly the whereabouts of an object of interest and distinguishing it from other object-like entities in the image. Delineation is the low-level process of determining the precise spatial extent of the object in the image. The efficient incorporation of high-level recognition help together with accurate low-level delineation has remained a challenge in image segmentation.
Recently, some researchers have proposed atlas-based segmentation methods for anatomy recognition [1] [2] [3] . Cuadra et al. [1] proposed a method for brain atlas deformation in the presence of large space-occupying tumors, based on an a priori model of lesion growth. Mewes et al. [2] introduced a method to combine the watershed transform and atlas registration, through the use of markers. Lorenzo-Valdés et al. [3] proposed an automatic atlas-based segmentation algorithm for 4D cardiac MR images. The algorithm is based on the 4D extension of the expectation maximization algorithm.
Some researchers have also proposed hybrid methods to combine synergistically the purely image based and model based methods to improve segmentation performance, such as combination of active shape model with live wire method [4] , combination of watersheds with fast region merging method [5] , and combination of shape-intensity prior models with level sets [6] . Udupa et.al [4] proposed an oriented active shape model (OASM) approach to combine the strength of ASM in recognition and the strength of live wire in delineation. The strategy of the OASM approach is to bring the strengths of live wire into the ASM approach. This leads to a 2-level dynamic programming algorithm -one level for recognition and another for delineation -resulting in substantially improved delineation accuracy and recognition robustness.
In this paper, we propose an approach to AAR based on multi-object OASM. The AAR method described here consists of three components: (a) OASM; (b) multi object generalization of OASM; and (c) object recognition strategies. (b) and (c) are novel and depend heavily on the idea of OASM. The delineation of an object boundary is done in OASM via a two level dynamic programming algorithm wherein the first level finds optimal location for the landmarks and the second level finds optimal oriented boundary segments between successive landmarks. This algorithm is generalized to multiple objects by including a model for each object and assigning a cost structure specific to each object in the spirit of live wire. The object recognition strategy attempts to find that pose vector (consisting of translation, rotation, and scale component) for the multi object model that yields the smallest total boundary cost for all objects and for which the delineated objects agree with the shape model. The proposed method was evaluated on a clinical abdominal CT data set. The evaluated results indicate that: (1) High recognition accuracy can be achieved by including a large number of objects which are spread out in the body region; (2) An overall delineation accuracy of TPVF>97%, FPVF<0.2% was achieved, suggesting the feasibility of AAR. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the complete methodology of our approach and the object recognition strategies are described. In Section 3, we describe a detailed evaluation of this method in terms of its accuracy, efficiency, and the experimental results related to the recognition strategies. In Section 4, we summarize our conclusions.
MULTI OBJECT ORIENTED ACTIVE SHAPE MODELS
The AAR method described here consists of: (a) OASM; (b) generalization of OASM to multiple objects; (c) object recognition strategies. Among them, (a) was previously presented in this conference [4] , (b) and (c) are novel and depend heavily on (a), and the idea underlying AAR is also novel. These three components are described below.
Oriented Active Shape Models
Active shape modeling [7] is a powerful concept for capturing the statistical shape variations existing within the same object family O (such as the liver) and for utilizing this prior model in image processing and analysis tasks. OASM combines synergistically the ideas underlying ASM with the boundary orientedness and the globally optimal delineation capability of live wire methods [8] to considerably improve upon ASM (improved delineation accuracy, reduced number of landmarks, reduced sensitivity to search range, and automatic object recognition). Like ASM, OASM consists of two main stages: (1) training and model creation; (2) searching, or segmenting a given image by using the model. OASM differs from ASM mainly in Stage (2), although it contains some modifications and new elements in Stage (1) also. Let the model built for object O as per ASM be M. Then the model concept in OASM can be described as a pair M OASM = (M, K), where K is the live wire oriented optimal boundary cost structure. The heart of OASM is a 2 level dynamic programming (2LDP) algorithm, one for globally optimally positioning the landmarks in a given image I and another for finding globally optimal oriented live wire boundary segments in I between successive landmarks. For any given initial boundary (specified by the OASM), OASM returns an optimal boundary satisfying the model shape constraints. In other words, for each specified initial position p of the model, OASM, by the 2LDP algorithm, returns an optimal boundary B(p) that agrees with the shape model in OASM. The OASM actually finds that p which yields the best boundary B(p) which is least costly as per the live wire cost structure K specific to object O.
Multi object OASM
In multi-object OASM, not only a model is included for each object but also a cost structure specific to each object is considered that takes into account the globally optimal delineation character (minimum cost path) and the orientedness property of live wire. Let O 1 , …, O n be the objects considered for OASM. Then, the multi-object OASM or MOASM can be expressed as a set of pairs of the form:
Here, each M i = ( i i ,
x φ ) consists of a mean shape i
x and allowable variations given by the covariance matrix i
K i is the boundary cost structure for O i . Each K i is specific to O i , and is obtained in a training phase, as in live wire [3] . K i is then computed automatically. The 2LDP algorithm is generalized form single object to multiple objects to optimally delineate all n object boundaries given an initial position for M MOASM . A particularly strong attribute of MOASM over OASM is its ability to hone in on the object(s) of interest with minimal search and maximal effectiveness. Even when there is only one object of interest, MOASM, therefore uses multiple objects in the model just to make the recognition of the object of interest, and hence its delineation, more powerful and effective. As the number of objects in the model increases and if the objects are selected strategically, the ways in which objects can be fit in the image become severely constrained, and therefore, the search space becomes substantially smaller.
The goal of automatic initialization is to find an initial pose for M MOASM in the given image I, that is, to initialize M MOASM in image I. Suppose p denotes the pose vector for the object assembly, which includes a location component (x and y), scale component (s), and orientation component (θ). Our goal is to find the best initial pose in I for M MOASM . Our experiments indicate that, because of the globally optimal and orientedness nature of M MOASM , the small variations in orientation observed in clinical images can be automatically handled and thus θ can be ignored. Thus p becomes 3-dimensional. The recognition task is then to find:
where BC denotes the sum of the cost of the boundaries of all n objects delineated starting with M MOASM at p. As n increases, the constraints imposed become quite severe and the search for p * becomes remarkably easier, and accurate recognition can be achieved by discretizing the space of p and by performing exhaustive search. The automatic initialization method proposed here is an essential underpinning of the MOASM method. It relies on the fact that, at a position of a shape instance of MOASM that is close to the correct boundaries of O 1 , …, O n in I, the total cost BC of the oriented boundaries is likely to be sharply smaller than the cost of oriented boundary assembly found at the other locations in I. The strategy of this method is to evaluate this boundary cost assuming each p to be such a potential pose for the shape, and choose that pose for which this cost is the smallest over the whole image domain. Instead of exhaustive search, an optimization scheme may also be used.
Object Recognition Strategies
The effectiveness of AAR depends on several factors: (1) The act of object recognition, in other words, at what pose the objects are initialized (recognized) influences delineation accuracy. Conversely, (obviously) recognition accuracy itself depends on delineation accuracy. We evaluate this interdependence. (2) The effectiveness of object recognition depends on the number of objects considered in M MOASM and the actual spatial distribution of the objects. Experiments were done to evaluate this point.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we demonstrate both qualitatively, through image display, and quantitatively, through evaluation experiments, the extent of effectiveness of the MOASM strategy. An abdominal clinical CT image data set was used to test our proposed algorithm. Our method of evaluation, based on the framework of [9] , will focus on the analysis of accuracy, and efficiency of MOASM. We will consider manual segmentation performed in this data set to constitute a surrogate of true segmentation for assessing the accuracy of the methods.
Image Data Set
The image data set and objects used in the experiments are described in Table I . The CT data set constitutes slices selected from 3D studies on a Siemens Sensation 16 CT scanner with a slice spacing = 5 mm, image size of 512x512, and pixel size = 0.78x0.78 mm 2 . The data set consists of 40 images selected from full 3D images, acquired from fifteen different subjects. These slices are approximately at the same location in the body, so that, for each object, the 40 2D images can be considered to represent images of a family of objects of same shape. Two to Three slices are taken on average from the same subject's data, either from the same 3D image or from different 3D images. Among the 40 images, 25 images are randomly selected as training images, and the rest are used as testing images. We considered up to four objects in the MOASM as illustrated in Fig. 1 . 
Qualitative Analysis
A subjective inspection revealed that, in all experiments, the MOASM results matched the perceived boundary very well. One example is displayed in Fig. 2 . Automatic initialization based on location and scale search worked well in all cases in the sense that initialized shapes were found close to the true boundary. Whatever orientation differences that occurred naturally in the subjects considered here were present in the data and no particular effort was made to minimize these. Our experiments indicate that, because of the globally optimal and orientedness nature of M MOASM , the small variations in orientation observed in clinical images can be automatically handled. In Fig. 2, (b) displays the original image overlaid by the mean shape of the model, which is the starting point for automatic initialization; (c) shows the result of automatic recognition input to the MOASM method; and (d) is the final MOASM segmentation result. Fig. 3 demonstrates the value of the cost function BC in the search region for this data set. Here, the value of total cost is displayed as a function of pose p over the search region. In the vicinity of p where the objects are correctly recognized, the cost is sharply smaller than at other locations. For example, in Fig. 3 , the darkest point corresponds to scale =0.9, x=0, y=0. It means when scale =0.9, x=0, y=0, the cost of the recognized shape is the minimum. Scale = 0.6 Scale = 0.7 Scale = 0.8 Scale = 0.9 Scale = 1.0 Scale = 1.1 Fig. 3 . The cost function BC in the search region for the image in Fig. 2 (a) . Darker regions indicate lower cost. Here, the range considered for x and y is [-50, 50] and step size is 25. For scale, the range considered is [0.6, 1.1] and step size is 0.1.
Quantitative Analysis
Here, we will focus on the analysis of accuracy, and efficiency of MOASM based on the framework of reference [9] . Accuracy relates to how well the segmentation results agree with the true delineation of the objects. Efficiency indicates the practical viability of the method, which is determined by the amount of time required for performing computations and for providing any user help needed in segmentation.
Accuracy
True-positive volume fraction (TPVF) and false-positive volume fraction (FPVF) are used to assess the accuracy of the methods. We have used manual segmentation to generate a surrogate of truth. TPVF indicates the fraction of the total amount of tissue in the true delineation. FPVF denotes the amount of tissue falsely identified. Table 2 lists the mean and standard deviation values of TPVF and FPVF achieved in the two experiments by using ASM and MOASM methods. It shows that MOASM produces considerably more accurate segmentations than the basic ASM method. Tc are also shown (in seconds).
Efficiency
Our methods are implemented on an Intel Pentium IV PC with a 3.4 GHZ CPU using Matlab programming. In determining the efficiency of a segmentation method, two aspects should be considered -the computation time (T c ) and the human operator time (T o ). The mean T c and T o per data set estimated over the data set for each experiment are listed in Table 2 . T o mesured here is the operator time required in the training step. 
Evaluation of Object Recognition Strategies
It is interesting to note that the recognition accuracy is improved with the increasing number of objects. Fig. 4 shows the experimental results for the data set under consideration. The objects' distribution also has an effect on the recognition accuracy. In order to test how objects' distribution influences recognition accuracy, two objects were selected in different combinations. Fig. 5 shows the experimental results. We observe that recognition accuracy is higher if the objects are distributed more evenly. The results also indicate that it is a good idea to include the boundary that encompasses other objects (such as skin boundary) as it offers a strong and robust constraint for search. Delineation accuracy is shown over the same objects that are used in the model for recognition. 
Interdependence between recognition and delineation
Experiments were also done to study the interdependence between recognition and delineation. The result is shown in Figs. 6 and 7. We find that with the improvement of recognition, delineation also becomes more accurate. It means that a good delineation can help in recognition and a perfect recognition can make delineation most accurate. This is the spirit of the synergy established between ASM and live wire by OASM and MOASM. Delineation accuracy is shown over the same objects that are used in the model for recognition. Recognition accuracy is defined here as a function of the distance of the pose vector p that was used for creating the delineation, the ideal p (that gave the best delineation) is considered to correspond to a recognition accuracy of 1. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we generalized oriented active shape models (OASM) to multiple objects by including a model for each object and by assigning a cost structure specific to each object in the spirit of live wire. The object recognition strategy attempts to find that pose vector (consisting of translation, rotation, and scale component) for the multi object model that yields the smallest total delineated oriented boundary cost for all objects. The proposed method was evaluated on a clinical abdominal CT image data set. The evaluated results indicate promise for AAR. An overall delineation accuracy of TPVF > 97%, FPVF < 0.2% and a fail-safe recognition was achieved, suggesting the feasibility of AAR via MOASM in two dimensions. Increasing the number of objects can dramatically improve both recognition and delineation accuracy in clinical images. More spread out arrangement of objects can lead to improved recognition and delineation accuracy.
We are currently working on generalizing some aspects of this work to 3D.
